OUR 2019-22
STRATEGY

HUMANITY
CAN WIN
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INTRODUCTION
This document outlines our plans for Refugee Action for 2019-22. We’re absolutely
determined to improve the lives of refugees and people seeking asylum in the UK
through achieving systemic change. We look forward to working with our partners
and supporters to achieve the vision and specific objectives outlined here.

Refugee Action has provided

But our vision is a country in which

refugees and people seeking asylum for

are welcome, can access justice and

life-changing support and advice to

almost forty years. We’re hugely proud
of all we have achieved.

In 2016 we embarked on a profoundly

new approach. We wanted to do much
more to tackle the root causes of the

problems faced by people seeking to
rebuild their lives in the UK. So in

addition to providing people with direct
support and advice, we established a

campaigns team to secure changes in

government policies and practices and
a good practice team to strengthen

refugees and people seeking asylum
successfully rebuild their lives.
There is still a way to go.

So we have set ambitious new objectives
for our 2019 – 2022 strategy, informed by
our experience of the last three years.

We are clearer than ever about the systemic
changes we seek for people seeking

asylum and in refugee integration. We will
focus on this locally as well as nationally.

Each of our four new objectives integrates

our campaigns, services and good practice
work in pursuit of this.

and connect other charities

This strategy also makes important

seeking asylum.

Our work will be shaped by those with

working with refugees and people

We have worked tirelessly since then,
and are delighted with the impact of
our work over the past three years.
We now play a leading role in

overcoming the challenges facing

refugees and asylum seekers in the UK.

commitments to the way we work.

lived experience of the asylum process
and as a refugee in the UK. We will shift
power to refugees and people seeking

asylum, so that they influence both our

work and decisions made by government.

We will also increase refugee representation
in our staff and board.

“

Thank you thank you for your support.
Refugee Action has helped my family in so
many ways I can’t tell you. When we felt
alone and hopeless I was able to call you
and I could trust you. This has been such
a hard time, thank you for your support.
Sozan, Children and families Project, Bradford

”
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OUR VISION
Refugees and people seeking
asylum will be welcome in the UK.
They will get justice, live free of
poverty and be able to successfully
rebuild their lives.
Collaboration with others is essential to
achieving the ambitious objectives to
which we commit here. We look forward
to working with our partners and
supporters to achieve the systemic
changes required to transform the lives
of those seeking safety in the UK.
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2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

OVER

OVER

OVER

people seeking

people supported

people supported in the

3,300

asylum received

practical support and
advice from our staff
and volunteers.

OUR 2016 - 2019
ACHIEVEMENTS

158

staff from 60 charities
trained to provide

immigration advice,

expanding the capacity
The last three years have been hugely exciting

of the sector to meet a

2,700

2,500

through the asylum

asylum system, taking

to access justice and

access justice and tackle

system, and enabled

transformative action to

escape poverty.

poverty and homelessness.

100

83

work strengthened by

increase their immigration

charities had their

our training and support.

charities supported to

legal advice expertise or
adopt early action

approaches in their
service delivery.

and rewarding. When we embarked on our 2016 – 19

vital need of people

strategy we had just one part-time advocacy

seeking asylum.

member of staff and no good practice programme.

The UK was resettling less than 1,000 refugees per year.

1,400

1,700

1,800

supported to rebuild

supported to rebuild

supported to rebuild

their lives in the UK.

their lives in the UK.

£10

WON

Secured over five years

access to emergency

AWARDWINNING

seeking asylum.

organisations campaign

In 2016 our first good practice programme

supporting charities registered and skilled to give

immigration advice was up and running. Our asylum
destitution support work expanded substantially.
Our Let Refugees Learn campaign victory led to

funding for English language lessons. Since then
the scale, quality and impact of all our work has
continued to grow.

resettled refugees

their lives in the UK.

MILLION

for English language
classes.

resettled refugees

big improvements in
support for people

resettled refugees

coalition of over 175

to end the ban on people
seeking asylum working,

and secured commitment
to review the policy.
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OUR
MISSION
Refugee Action works to secure
systemic change through our campaigns
to change government policies, our
direct services, and our work to
strengthen and connect other service
delivery organisations. We empower
refugees and people seeking asylum to
influence both our work and decisions
made by government, and are a trusted
partner for others who share our vision.
Refugee Action’s mission describes how we will
work to make our vision a reality. Much of our
approach in 2019 - 22 will remain the same as
that which served us well in 2016 - 19. But we have
revised our mission to strengthen our commitment
to empower people with lived experience of the
asylum process and as a refugee.
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OBJECTIVE 1

A FAIR AND EFFECTIVE
ASYLUM SYSTEM,
IN WHICH PEOPLE
ACCESS JUSTICE
AND AVOID
DESTITUTION
People seeking asylum have already

Sadly, that’s far from the case today.

forced to flee their countries of origin,

fails people who have already been

been through so much. They’ve been

and left family, friends and possessions
behind. They are in a new country, and

very often unable to communicate with
those around them.

We believe passionately that the asylum

The asylum system systematically

through so much. We are determined
to change that.

HOW?

system should support those who need

Our campaigns, services and good

asylum is destitute, and that they

2019-22 to transform the lives of those

the information they need. It should be

systemic improvements in the UK

successful integration.

provided to them.

it; ensuring that no person seeking

practice teams will work together in

understand their rights and can access

we support directly, and to secure

the first phase of the journey to

asylum system and the support

BY 2022
•

90% of people we support will have been reached as early as

•

165 organisations will develop their service delivery offer, either in

possible, understand their situation, and take transformative action.
relation to increased legal advice capacity or by adopting ‘early
action’ approaches to service delivery.

•

There will have been systemic improvements in the fairness and

effectiveness of the UK asylum system, and the experience of people
during the asylum process.
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OBJECTIVE 2

SUBSTANTIAL IMPROVEMENTS
IN SERVICES AND OUTCOMES
FOR PEOPLE IN 3 AREAS
OR REGIONS THROUGH
A PLANNED, JOINED UP
AND HOLISTIC APPROACH
BY CHARITIES, LOCAL AND
REGIONAL GOVERNMENT
Refugee Action is a national charity,

areas where we work. We want to play a

to improve the UK asylum system and

people with lived experience of the

focused on securing systemic change
refugee integration. But we also know that
the quality and coherence of support for
refugees and people seeking asylum at

local level is critical. This depends on the
approach of local and regional

full part in bringing all stakeholders and
asylum system together to develop

shared plans that successfully meet the

BY 2022
•

needs of refugees and people seeking

Three area or city region strategies will 		

successfully address needs throughout 		
the integration journey (from point of 		

asylum in these areas.

arrival), and will have been designed by
voluntary sector, experts by experience

government and the voluntary sector

and on how these groups work together.

HOW?

We will place an increased emphasis on

We aim to achieve this in collaboration

objective to work with partner organisations

there is support for us to play this role, the

collection will have been adopted by

will require.

of local partners.

this in 2019-22. We have therefore set an

at a regional and local level to improve the
services and outcomes for people in three

and local government.

•

A shared regional service user integration

with our partners in three areas where

plan and a shared approach to data

potential for success and the resources it

Refugee Action and a significant proportion
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OBJECTIVE 3

MAINTAIN
AND
INCREASE
THE NUMBER
OF REFUGEES
RESETTLING HOW?
IN THE UK,
LIVING IN
SAFETY AND
SUCCESSFULLY
REBUILDING
THEIR LIVES

Refugee resettlement has been at the
heart of Refugee Action’s work ever

since we were established to support
Vietnamese refugees rebuilding their

lives in the UK. Campaigning by Refugee
Action and many others led to the

creation of the Syrian resettlement
scheme in 2015. This enabled us to

substantially expand our resettlement
work over the past three years, and

support over 3,000 people from Syria,

Iraq, Burundi and elsewhere to rebuild
their lives in the West Midlands,
North-West and London.

The future of resettlement depends on
securing a new commitment from
government. We will be working to
secure this, to ensure that more

refugees irrespective of their nationality
are able to resettle in the UK and to do
so successfully.

We believe passionately in

BY 2022
•

empowering refugees to make

per year.

measure our success against the goals
to policies that make it harder for
refugees to rebuild their lives
successfully.

maintained and then increased 		
resettlement to 10,000 refugees 		

choices about their future plans. We will
that they set. We will also seek changes

The new programme will have 		

•

At least 90% of refugees resettled
with Refugee Action will

demonstrate progress in their 		
Personal Independence Plans.
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OBJECTIVE 4

INCREASED
REFUGEE
INTEGRATION
THROUGH
SECURING A
SUBSTANTIAL
INCREASE IN THE
QUANTITY AND HOW?
QUALITY OF
ENGLISH LANGUAGE
PROVISION
AND ENABLING
REFUGEES TO
OVERCOME
BARRIERS TO
EMPLOYMENT

We hear all the time from our
refugees and people seeking

asylum that they desperately

want to build relationships, find
employment and through this
integrate successfully in their

new communities. This is in all

our interests. But incredibly the
current system places many
barriers in their way. Two key

obstacles are the shortage of
English language classes

including the fact that people
seeking asylum are not

permitted to access these, and
the many challenges refugees
face in finding employment.

Refugee Action’s contribution
to enabling refugees to

integrate successfully will

focus on these two areas.
We will deliver front-line

services to tackle both these

BY 2022
•

issues. We will use the

campaigns and advocacy,

•

and connect with other

contribution we can make at

Refugee Action to strengthen
our overall impact.

90% of people we support on their

employment journey make progress on 		
integration goals.

organisations working in these
fields to identify the particular

week of certified, quality ESOL support
for two years.

experience and concerns of
our clients to inform our

Each refugee entitled to eight hours per 		

•

Refugee Action recognised by stakeholders
as playing a valuable role in increasing 		
refugee employment.
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SHIFTING POWER TO
REFUGEES AND PEOPLE
SEEKING ASYLUM

19

“

We see the benefits of this approach as not

We will also support, empower and listen to

I met the Prime Minister,
Theresa May, with Stephen Hale,
CEO of Refugee Action. I had the
voices of many refugee women
going through my head. I felt an
overwhelming sense of
responsibility to express the hopes
and dreams of those who cannot
easily express themselves yet.
I was there to represent all the
people who come to the UK
seeking safety, who want a chance
to rebuild their lives and contribute
to a country they now call home.

work, but also the positive benefits that it

seeking asylum in areas where we are

Amal

This strategy marks a substantial change in our approach. We want
to do far more to shift power to refugees and people seeking asylum.
Refugee Action does not exist to work for people, but to work with them
and to empower them to take control of their own lives and to influence
the issues that matter to them.

just the positive impact it will have on our

independent groups of refugees and people

will have for those people we involve and

setting local objectives.

empower.

We have listened and learned from other

organisations working to empower people

with lived experience. We recognise that this
is a long-term commitment.

Second, we have set a goal to increase the

employment of refugees in Refugee Action.
We will improve our employment practices
where needed, and provide training &
support for potential staff who are experts
by experience. This will be a learning

We have identified the areas where the

process. We will test different approaches.

greatest, and will focus on these. We will

others, we will also seek to strengthen

potential impact of action in this area is

Through this work and by working with

act in three main areas.

refugee leadership across the sector.

First, we will involve refugees and people

Third, we will increase refugee representation

work. We see the involvement of refugees

board should be made up of experts by

and implementation of our campaigns as

opportunities for experts by experience to

seeking asylum in our decisions and our

on our board. Our goal is that 40% of our

and people seeking asylum in the design

experience by 2022. We will also create

the area where in the short-term we can
have most impact.

”

meet the board and contribute to their
understanding and decisions.

“

The situation we face as asylumseekers and refugees makes us
completely powerless, both in the UK
and in our home countries. With this
strategy, Refugee Action puts some of
the power back in our hands.
Mostafa, Member of RAS Voice

”
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REFUGEE ACTION

THEORY OF CHANGE
Refugee Action works to achieve our
vision in three ways: through direct
services to refugees and people
seeking asylum, campaigning, and
our good practice programme that
increases the quantity and quality

ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES

INFLUENCE POLITICIANS
AND POLICYMAKERS VIA
EVIDENCE AND ADVOCACY

POLITICAL DECISIONS
INFLUENCED BY
REFUGEE ACTION

of support offered to refugees and
charities in the UK. This diagram is
how these activities contribute to
achieving our vision.

NEEDS,
EXPERIENCE
AND VOICE
OF PEOPLE
SEEKING ASYLUM
AND REFUGEES

INFORMING EACH OTHER THROUGHOUT

our Theory of Change. It explains

CAMPAIGNS

people seeking asylum by other

MEDIA
ENGAGEMENT

INCREASED
PUBLIC SUPPORT

POPULAR
MOBILISATION

CREATE SAFE, COHESIVE
COMMUNITIES THROUGH
LOCAL COMMUNITY

REFUGEE ASYLUM AND
RESETTLEMENT SERVICES

GOOD PRACTICE

Service expertise and innovation
influences other organisations
to be more effective

VISION AND
LONG TERM IMPACT

REFUGEES
AND PEOPLE
SEEKING
ASYLUM
WILL BE
WELCOME
IN THE UK
THEY WILL
GET JUSTICE
BE FREE
OF POVERTY

SERVICES INCREASE
ACCESS TO JUSTICE
AND AVOID POVERTY
Individual specialist support
to empower and enable refugees
to be better prepared.
Expert services remove specific
barriers experienced by individuals

AND BE ABLE TO
SUCCESSFULLY
REBUILD THEIR
LIVES
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HELP US
ACHIEVE
OUR VISION
We achieve nothing without
our funders, allies and partners.
Refugee Action’s work is only possible
because of the support and generosity
of many trusts, foundations and local
authorities, as well as thousands of
individual supporters.

THANK YOU FOR ALL
YOU DO FOR REFUGEES
AND PEOPLE SEEKING
ASYLUM. TOGETHER
WE WILL ACHIEVE
THE OBJECTIVES
IN THIS STRATEGY.

“

Refugee Action helps and supports refugees and asylum seekers who
are often destitute and vulnerable. It measures the impact of its services
and provides good value for money. It believes in early intervention thus
preventing crises at a later stage.
James Cochrane, Key Refugee Action Supporter

“

”

The Esmée Fairbairn Foundation is proud to support Refugee Action to
stand up for people seeking asylum in the UK. Supporting the core running
costs of organisations like Refugee Action is key to making a difference
for those who have experienced real hardship and danger, and have the
right to safety and better treatment.
The Esmée Fairbain Foundation

”

London

Victoria Charity Centre
11 Belgrave Road

London SW1V 1RB
Birmingham

2nd Floor, Cobalt Square
Refugee Action is an independent, national charity.

83 Hagley Road

Our vision is that refugees and people seeking asylum

Birmingham B16 8QG

of poverty and successfully rebuild their lives.

Manchester

seeking asylum; train and support other charities

Manchester

will be welcome in the UK. They will get justice, live free
We provide practical support to refugees and people

179 Royce Road

working with refugees and people seeking asylum;

M15 5TJ

improve their ability to access justice and rebuild

Bradford

experience of developing and delivering solutions to

Bradford

and make the case to government for policies that
their lives. Refugee Action has more than 35 years’

40a Piccadilly

the challenges faced by refugees and people seeking

BD1 3NN

asylum in the UK.

Liverpool

Company no. 01593454 Registered charity no. 283660

Liverpool Charity and Voluntry Services

To make a donation towards our work please go to

Liverpool

www.refugee-action.org.uk/give or call 0845 894 2536

151 Dale Street
L2 2AH

facebook.com/refugeeaction
twitter.com/refugeeaction

